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This attractive, illustrated travelerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s aid consists of a Japanese language phrasebook, 

Getting By in Japanese,  with two accompanying audio compact discs. The phrasebook has been

updated and re-designed in this new edition. Perfect as a take-along guide for visitors to the Far

East, it features city maps, information on public transportation systems, general information for

visitors to Japan, and bilingual lists (phonetic spellings with English translations) of more than 1,500

most-often-used words and expressions for travelers. The bookÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s page edges are

color-coded by topic for quick reference. Two audio compact discs, which replace the older cassette

tapes in previous editions, give international travelers approximately 90 minutes of bilingual

dialogue. They dramatize typical situations and conversations at airports, hotels, stores, taxicabs,

and the like. The CDs come with an added bilingual script booklet.
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This book was great because it has the english translation, the roman letter-written Japanese word,

and the Japanese characters all right next to each other so we were able to pick out what we

wanted to say, point to the Japanese characters and actually communicate with people. Super

helpful. Would definitely recommend this book if you speak no Japanese!

I carry this everywhere! Has tons of words and phrases in colored categories for quick reference. I

live in Japan and am still studying japanese and find this extremely helpful when adventuring into



different stores and restaurants. I would and have recommend this to anyone. Also has a small

english->japanese dictionary, pronunciations of all works and phrases, and correct spelling for each

phrase.

Best Japanese phrase book. Kanji and Romanized versions of each phrase, Good sturdy cover,

well organized, fits in pocket, short dictionary in the back.

There are far too many phrase books out there that give you some fairly basic phrases that you may

think will get you around...but they don't. When I flip through something like that I wonder how they

manage to be as lengthy as they are. Simply put, this is not that book.This little pocket book has

several phrases for practically any situation you'll find yourself in as a tourist, and because of that

it's absolutely invaluable.

Filled with information for nearly every occasion. It is what it says it is. If you want to learn

Japanese, I recommend looking elsewhere. This is a phrasebook.

This was the first phrasebook/dictionary I ever bought. I was very happy with it! It explains things in

great detail, keeps things formal and gives you phrases for just about any situation. I always

recommend this to my friends who are trying to learn Japanese. =)

Thank you very much, I'm really happy and enjoyed reading the book.I received before schedule :)

I used this book in Japan...very helpful. I love the color-coded sections to easily find conversation

elements associated with whatever situation I may have been in.
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